S sheets contain sidewalk plan sheets and tabulations that show detailed information for sidewalk layouts that must comply with ADA laws.

Contents of the S Sheets
The S sheets contain the following items in the order listed:
1. Sidewalk Sheet Legend and Symbol Information Sheet.
2. Plan Sheets for Sidewalk Layouts.
3. Tabulation of Sidewalk.

Sample Sidewalk Sheets
Click the following links to view sample S sheets:
- Sidewalk Legend and Symbol Information Sheet Sample
- Sidewalk Layout Plan Sheet Sample
- Sidewalk Tabulation Sheet Sample

Plan Quality Checklist

Plan Sheets for Sidewalk Layouts
- Do the colors look correct?
- Does the text look correct?
- Are the following areas labeled?
  - Roadways.
  - Points identifying changes in width, grade, or slope.
- Are the following included?
  - Scale block.
  - North arrow.
  - Township, section, and range.
- Are the following items displayed appropriately?
  - Landings.
  - Ramps.
  - Sidewalks.
  - Detectable Warnings.
  - Joint lines (where sidewalk changes width, grade, or slope).
Tabulations

- Is tabulation 113-10 included?
- Is it the current version?
Chronology of Changes to Design Manual Section:

001f-018  S Sheets

5/8/2013    Revised
            Updated tab sample sheet.

9/20/2012   Revised
            Updated Sidewalk Layout Plan Sheet Sample and updated Sidewalk Tabulation Sheet Sample.